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Agriculture

by Christopher White

Farm debt packages worse than useless

tional chairman Charlie Manatt to buy

Electoral time-buying measures won't do a thing to stop the food
shortages about to hit.

up foreclosed farm land in Iowa dirt
.cheap.

What then will the effects of the

plans be? Since it is the one that was
pushed by the President that will go
into effect, it is that one that has to be

Farmers
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didn't take any comfort

mulas designed to permit liquidity

from the debt reorganization plans an

strapped farm-sector banks to write off

alization that a farm credit collapse is

nounced this past week by both Pres

minute portions of farm-sector debt,

on, and decided to put together a po

ident Reagan and the grain cartel's fa

while simultaneously seeming to ease

litical package, to try to hold things'

vorite, Democratic candidate Walter

up on FHA debt collection practices.

together until after the election. What

Mondale.

The third feature both packages share

will be held together? The farm banks,

Apart from the shameless politick

is to form "sensitivity groups" among

maybe, but not the farmer.

ing involved in the announcement of

farm lenders and farmers to "discuss"

the packages, as both President and

farmers' "problems."

The package is designed to permit
the foreclosure wave in the farm sector
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Concretely, the President's pack

posals out first, neither package ad

age would urge bankers to write off

tendant consequences among the na

dresses any of the underlying condi
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ernment is trying to put a floor under

idly emerging food crisis.

The princely sum of $150 million is
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available as of now for this bank bail
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foreclosure wave to hit the farm sec
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the measures won't help those bankers
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to be over $215 billion, nearly as much

either. They have extended loans to
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as

lbero-America's debt. Secondly, the
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bracket this fall. What we warned
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about is happening. But on this ques

forgive interest payments on one

going. For the last three years, farm
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inals who make policy for the Mon

five years.
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The Mondale package involves a
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perhaps the month from Sept. 15 to

combination of interest rate reduc

Oct. 15, the independant food produc

tions, and so-called debt stretch-outs,

The question that is not answered

er in the United States is going to be

which would come to approximately

by these kinds of political time-buying

put into a crisis from which he may

the same cost level as the Reagan plan.

measures, designed to keep up ap

Both packages were endorsed by
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Apart from certain demagogic fea
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lage our country is becoming, is one

tures of the Mondale plan announced

delegation, such as Senator Jepson,

which more city folks should be think

on Thursday, Sept. 13 in Iowa, and
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ing about right now. How on earth is
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